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Branched coverings of a 2-dimensional sphere ( a complex projective line /pI ) by
an orientable surface were investigated by Hurwitz in his two papers [1] and [2]. If
we fix the degree d of the coverings and the number k of the critical values then the
space of coverings form a covering space Z of the configuration space H/k of k points
in IPI

. The fundamental group of Wk - the braid group of a sphere with k strings
- acts on the fiber of the covering. This is the Hurwitz action of the braid group
on the coverings with given critical values. The orbits of this action are in one-one
correspondence with the connected components of Z.

Consider a particltlar covering f : 4\' ----t !pI. To each vaine in lP i correspond
several points in the fiber. The map 1 has some local multiplicity greater than Of

equal to 1 in a small neighbourhood of each point. The valne is critical if some
multiplicity is greater than one. The multiplicities form a branching data of the
critical value. The critical value is si-mple if one point in its preimage has multiplicity
2 anel other points have multiplicity 1. ütherwise the critical value is special. The
set of the critical vaIues of f form the discriminant D of f. vVe choose a base
point p outside D and we put F = f-I(p). A closed path a in /pI - D issued
from p determines a 'lnonodro'my permutation Po E Attt( F). \Ve get a monodromy
homomorphism {l : Til (lpl- D, p) ----t Aut( F). The image of {l is the monodromy group
of f (more precisely of II(X - 1-1(D)) : ()( - f-l(D)) ----t (/PI - D)). Aut(F) is
isomorphie to the group ):d of permutations on d letters and the monodromy group
of f, as a subgroup of ~d, is defined up to conjugation.

The HUfwitz action preserves the branching data of the critical values, up to a
permutation of the critical values, so we can restriet the investigation to the part of Z
with the given branching data of all critical values. Hurwitz proved that there is only
one orbit in the generic case, when all critical values are simple. If the coverings have
onl)' one special critical value then there is still only one orbit corresponding to the
given branching data of thc special critical value (see [:3] ). The Hurwitz action also
preserves thc rnonodroll1)' group of the covering, which is equal to the whole graup
I:d in thc abave cases.



\Ve prove in this pa.per that this last invariant classifies the coverings with two
special critical values.

Theorem 1 Let. Z be fhe space 0/ connected coverings f : .\ --+ ]pI 0/ degree cl and
genus gwhich !uwe given b'ranching data oucr hUD special criUcal ualues,. have no other
8pecial critieal va I'U es" and have a fixed 'monodromy gro'llp. Then Z is conneeted.

A special ca.se of this theorCITI, when the coverings are totally ramified over 0 and
over 00: is contained in the reeent paper of Looijenga [4]. Thc present work is a direct
application of Looijenga:s result and of his technique.

A similar theorem is not true for coverings with luore than two special critical
values. Some new invariants of the Hurwitz action are needed to distinguish the
orbits of the Hurwitz action in this case.

By a covering we shall nlean a connected: orientable branched covering of !pI or
of a closed disk embedded in [pI.

Definition. Coverings /1 : )(l --+ UI and 12 : ~\'"2 --+ U2 are equivalent if there
exists a homeOIuorphism h : ~\'l --+ X 2 and a homeomorphism 9 : UI --+ U2 such that

g/1 = f2 h.
Let f : )( -+ U be a branched covering of degree d. \Ve choose a base point p

outside the diseriminant of fand we put F = I-I (p). Ey a simple are we shall mean
an embedded interval connecting p with a point of the diseriminant that does not meet
the discriminant along the way. A silnple are Cl determines up to isotopy (relative p
and the discriminant) a simple loop based at p, turning cIoekvlise around the point of
the discriminant. Thc beginning and the end points of the liftings of this loop define
the monodromy permutation /-La E Aut( F). Pa is Cl transposition if and only if the
point of the discriminant is a simple critical value of f. A colleetion of simple arcs
that do not meet outside p will be called an are syste'Tn. It is a co'mplele are system if it
eonnects p to all points of the discriminant. Loops around members of a complete arc
system form a basis of 1ft (U - D, p), hence their monodromy permutations generate the
rnonodromy group of f. Direetions of departures of such eolleetion of ares determine
a cIockwise order of arcs around p (a cyclic cIockwise order if p is an interior point of
U).

\Ve recall the Rieluann-Hurwitz formula. The branching index of a point of mul
tiplicity m equals m - 1. Thus the branching index of a eritieal value Wi, i.e. the
sum of branching indices of alt points above Wi, is equal to d-( the llumber of points in
/-1 (Wi)). The total branching index b of f is the sum of branehing indices of alt its
eritical values. The Rielnann-Hurwitz formula says: x(_\') = dX( U) - b. If U = /pI

then the genus of .\' satisfies 29 = b - 2d + 2. If U is a disk and ~\' has s boundary
components then the genus of )( satisfies 2g = b - cl +2 - s.

Len1n1a 2 Let fL : ~\I --+ {}1 und 12 : .;<2 -+ U2 be cover/ngs 0/ clegree cl wilh UI
homeon~orphl:C to (Jz. Let 0'1, ... , Clk be a eo-mplete clockwise oriented are system in
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[11 J based rzt PI J und let ,ß" ... , ßk be a comp/ete cfockwise orientert are system in U2 J

based (Li pz. lVe assume that the points PI and pz are botft interior points 0'1' both
are bounda'l'Y point.9. Suppose that for a suitable bljeetion (J" : F1 = 11- 1(pr) --+ F; =
1;1 (pz) we have p( O'i) = Il(ßj) fo.,. i = 1, .... k. Th en the eouerings are equivalent.

Proof: Choose Cl. hOITIeOn10rphism 9 : VI --+ Uz such that g(ad = ,Bj for i = 1, ... , k.
.. For a fixed point a E F1 choose g( a) = 0"( a) E Fz. For x E ~\'"1 which does not lie

aver a critical value choase a path Tx connecting a with x. Lift the path 11 (Tx ) to the
covering X z from the point g(a). Let g( x) bc the end of the liftcd path. The map is
weU defined, because of the monodromy conditions, it is a homeomorphism and can
be extended aniquely to the points lying over the points of the discriminant.11

Proposition 3 Coverings f, 9 : !pI --+ !pI of degree d with no special critical values
oHtside 0 and 00 and with the same branching data over 0 and 00 are equivalent.

Proof: Functions fand 9 are rational functions and branching data determine multi
plicities of zeros and poles of the functions. COlTIposing fand 9 with fractionallinear
transformations we get equivalent coverings far which 00 lies over the regular value l.
Thus 1 = (n~dz - (li)pi)/(n7::::m+l(Z - (li)Pi) anel 9 = (fI~l(z - bi)Pi)/(fI7::::m+l(Z
bdPi) where E~I Pi = E?::::m+l Pi = d and {ti =j:. aj and bi =j:. bj for i =j:. j. The space
of k-tuples ah' .. ,ak for which f has special critical values outside 0 and 00 form
a complex hypersurface in the space of all k-tuples of distinct points. Thus we can
find a path ft = (f1~l(Z - ai(t))Pi)/(IT7::::m+l(Z - nj(t))Pi) such that ai(O) = ai and
ai(l) = bi for i = 11 ", ~ k and ft has no special critical values outside 0 and 00 for
o:::; t :::; 1. By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula ft has k critical values which move along
a path in the configuration space ~Vk. The ITIotion of the critical values different from
00 takes place in some bounded domain B. 'vVe ean fix a base point p outside B.
Choose a complete arc system Q'1,h ... , Q'k,t for It which changes continuously with t.
The points in Ft = It- 1(p) also change continuously with t anel the liftings of loops
corresponding to the are system always connect the same (eorresponding) pairs of
points in Ft • Therefore the arc system Q'1.1, ... , O'k,l, corresponding to g, has the same
monodromy as the arc system corresponding to f. Proposition 3 follows by Lemma

2. 11

Corollary 3.1 Let 11 : *\1 --+ VI und 12 : L\2 --+ Uz be coverings of deg1'ee dJ such
thrzt ~X"I,' ){zJ U1 and Uz are disks, fl and fz have Iha sa'me branching data over one
special erilical value and have no other special crilieal values. Then 11 und Iz are
equivalenl.

Proof: COInpasing with a homeoITIorphisn1 we n1ay asslllne that the special critical
va[lles are 0, anel that U1 and U2 do not contain 00. \Ne can extend the coverings



to coverings of !pi by lP i which are totally ramified over 00 and have no other new

critical values. There exist homeomorphisms 9 anel h of /pI such that g/l = 12h. In
partiCltlar g(O) = 0, g( 00) = 00 anel g(Ud is (t disk containing all critical values of /2

outside 00. \Ve can isotop g(Ud onto a big disk, containing U21 by an isotopy fixed
on the discriminant of ,ho Then we can isotop the big clisk onto U2 by an isotopy
fixed on the discriIninant of f2. Composition of 9 with the two isotopies lifts to the
required eq uivalence.11

Lemma 4 (The Riemann existence theorenl) Let 0'1, ... : O'k be a sequence 0]
permutations in ~d which generate a transitive 8llbgro'up 0/ ~d' Let 0:1,·· . 10:k be
u e/ockwise oriented seq'uenee 0/ simple ares in a disk U E !pI .. whieh 'meet only ai
thei'r comn~on end p. Then tllere exists a connected covering 1 ; )( --+ U such that
({I, ... , ük form a c07nplete are system ]or ] and far i = 1, ... ,k we have J-lo, = O'i

for a suitable enume'ration 0] the points in P = ]-1 (p). The number 0] the boundary
eomponents 01 ~\," is equal to the nU7nber 0] disjoint cye/es in 0' = 0'1 ... O'k. The gen1.lS
of ~X is determined by the Riemann-Hu'Tivitz formula. If 0' is l'rivial then f can be
completed to a eovering o]!P I with no new C'/'itica/ values.

Remark 1. The topological construction of the covering is obvious. The fact that a
branched covering has a complex structure is due to Riemann. Because of that one
could fonnulate the results of this paper in terms of algebraic curves and rational
fllnctions instead of topological coverings.

Corollary 4.1 Let ] : )( -t U be a cavel'ing 01 degree cl 0] a disk by a disk with
one special critiea/ value. Then there exists a camp/ete clockwise oriented a'rc syste7n
0'0, ÜI, ... ,üm based at p and an enumeration 0] points in F = /-1 (p) sueh that

1. lI'oo is a p7'oduet 0] disjoint eycles 0'1 = (1, ... ,PI L 0'2 = (PI + 1, ... ,P2), ... J

t7m+ 1 = (Pm + 1, ... 1 d),

3. J-lo, = (1, Pi + 1) ]0." i = 1" .. 1 'mo

Proof: Order the tnultiplicities of the points ovcr the special critical value of 1 in
the increasing order and choose cycles O'i of the corresponding length, as in the claim
of thc corollary. Thc monodromy sequence Jloo, POl ~ ... 1 flOm generates a transitive
subgrollp of I: ri . Therefore there exists a covering fI ; .1\.1 -t UI with such data.
The product of the rnonodromy sequence is equal to a, cl-cycle (1, ... 1 d), hence Xl
has one boundary cOInponent. \Ve find [roln the Rien1a.nn-Hurwitz formula that Xl
has genus 0, Thus _>\.. is a disk and /1 has only üne special critical value with the
same Inanehing clata a.s the special critical value of f. 8y Corollary 3.1 there exists
a homeomol'phisIn 9 ; U1 -+ U which takes the arc system in UI onto a complete arc
system in {j with thc required rnonodron1ies.11
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Lemma 5 Lel f : )( --+ !pI be a covering with. no special critica/ va/ues outside 0 and
co. Then there exisl lwo e"mbedded disjoint disks Ua and lfr:;o in ]pI such that 0 E Ua,
00 E Uco .< und [-'(Ua) and /-1 (Uoo ) are disA~s.

Proof: .\' is eonneeted, henee )\ - I-I (00) is also conneeted. Let Va be a disk
neighbourhood of 0 eontaining no other eritical values. Then /-1 (Va) is a union of 711

disjoint disks. Choose a base point Po E 8\10. The 1110nodromy It8Vo is a product of
rn disjoint eycles. Sinee )\t is eonneeted there exists a siIl1ple are Q' in /pI - Va - 00:

based at ]Ja, such that Pa = (a, b) with a a.lld b in different cycles of flavo' Ir we
adjoin a neighbourhood of a to Va we get a disk VI such that I-I (Vd is a union of
7n - 1 disks. After 111- - 1 steps we get a disk Ua such that J- I (Ua) is a disko Now
); - f-I(Ua) is connecteel and !pI - Ua has only one special critical value 00. vVe can

repeat the previous argument anel find the required disk Uoo.11

A pair of disks Ua, Uoo obtained in the last lemma will be called a partition of a
covering I. Thus a pa'rtition of / is a pair of disks in /pI such that their preimages

are also disks and all critical values of J outside the disks are simple.

The following result was proven by Looijenga in [4J.

Lemma 6 (Looijenga) Let 1 : X --+ JPI be a conneeted covering 01 degree d that
is totally ramified over 0 and 00 with no olher special critical values. Suppose that
the genus 0/ X is positive. Then there exists a disk B in /pI - {O, oo} containing alt
olher critica/ values 0/ I such that Jor a base point p E aB, Ihe monodromy group
01 I ove1' B is a single transposition (a', afl ). iVforeover, i/ (T is the 'monodromy 0/ a

simple loop in /pI - 'int( B) around 0,. based at p, then afl = O"r( a') Jor some divisor r
oJ d and I Jaetorizes thro'ltgh the covering z E /pI f---7 Zr E ]pI.

Exactly the same argun1ent gives the following corollary for partitions.

Corollary 6.1 Let f : ); --+ /pI be a coven:ng oJ deg'ree cl with no special critical
ua/ues outside 0 and 00. Suppose that the genus 0/ X is positive. Let Ua, [Joo be a
partition 0/ I. Then the1'e exists a disk B in !pI - Ua - Uco containing al/ crl:tica/
values 01 I outside Ua and Uco such that Jor a base point p E aB, the monodromy
group 0/ f Qver B is a single transposition (a~ b). JltJoreover) i/O" is the monodromy 0/
a simple loop in !pt - irä( B) around Ua, baser! ai P, then b = O"r( a) Jor some divisor
r 0/ d.

Ir 0" is a d-cycle and (a, b) is a transposition thcn there exists a positive integer r,
'r::; d/2: such that b = ar(a) or a = ar(b). l' is called the 'mesh of (a,b) with respect
to 0". [f Q' is a simple are and if IJa is a transposition then thcmesh of Q' is the n1esh
of Pa. The number r in the corollary is the mesh of the partition Ua, Uoo •

Remark 2. It follows from thc proof of Looijenga that the lDesh r of the partition
depends only on the partition, not on the ehoice of B. r is equal to the minimal mesh
of a simple arc in !pI - Ua - U00 with respeet to f!8Uo . The mesh of any other siIl1ple
arc in !pI - Uo - Uoo is divisible by r.

.)



Proposition 7 Let. I : ~\ --+ /pI be a couering oI degree cl with no special critical
values outside 0 and 00 and wit.h genus of.Y posilive. Tlten t.here exists a co'rnplete,
clockwise oriented arc syste'rn 0'0,0'1, ... : O"m ~ ßI ~ ... ~ ßk~ "'(00 1 "'(1 , ... : In based ai p and
an enumeration 01 points in F = /-1 (p) such t.llat

1. flao is a produet of disjoint cycles al = (1: 2: ... :PI), a2 = (lJt + I, ... ,P2),.
CTm+1 = (Pm + I, 1 cl),

2. PI ::; (P2 - pd ::; ::; (d - Pm),

S. flai = (1, Pi + 1) Jor i = 1: , llt-,

4· /-ißi = (I, r + 1) for i = 1, , k and some divisor 'l' oJ d,

:;. flIC<> is a produet of disjoint cycles Tl = (1 ~ cl, d - 1, ... ,ql + 2), T2

1, qI, ... , q2 + 2), ... -' Tn+ I = (qn + 1, qn, ... , 2),

7. /-iri = (1, qi + 1) Jor i = 1, ... , n J

8. the length 01 each cycle ai and Ti is dl:visible by r.

... ,

The 1nonodromy group 01 f is generated by the d-cycle a = (1, ... ,cl) and the trans
position (1, r + 1). f Jactorizes through the couering z E !pI f---7 Zr E /pI. The number
r is unique, determined by the monodromy group 01 f) and the equivalence class of
1 is uniquely determined by the degree, genus" branching data of 0 and co and fhe
rnonodromy group.

Proof: Choose a partition Uo, Uoo for / with the smallest possible mesh r. Fix
a base point p E auo and a eomplete are system 0"0, Q'I, ... ,am in Uo, based at p,
as in Corollary 4.1. Now ehoose a disk B as in Corollary 6.1 and a eomplete are
system ßI, ... ,ßk in B based at a point PI E aB. Now we isotop the are system in
8 along a path conneeting PI with p so that all the ares form one are system based
at p. By Corollary 6.1 thc monodromy /lß; is a fixed transposition (a, b) with mesh
r with respeet to a = ltöuo = (1, ... ,cl). The monodromy is a homomorphism. If we
replaec a simple are ß by an are ß' whieh goes first along a closed path a and then
proceeds along ß then the loop around ß' is equal nßa- l

. Therefore fl,ßI = llaJ-lßJ-t;;I.
If we rotate all ares ßi around UD (first eountercloekwise arounel Uo and then along
.Bi) their monodromy gets conjugate by a anel after a suitable nun1ber of turns the
Inonodromy /-ißi = (1,,,, + 1). vVe now turn to the disk {J:o. Choose a simple path 0
whieh rneets the are system only at p, follows the are ßk in the cloekwise order around
p, anel conneets p with a point of auoo . \,Ve ean isotop Uoo along 0 and assurne that
Uoo rneets the are systelll only at p. iJU00 is a loop whieh goes (tl'ouncl the are systeITI
0:01 Q'I: ... ,Q'm, ß11' .. ,ßk in a eountercloekwise direetion: \vhen treated as a cloekwise
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boundary of Uoo . Il&Uoo is a d-eycle, therefore k is even, k > 0 beeause X has a
positive genus, anel P8UC'O = (d, d - 1, ... ,1). Reversing the enumeration in Corollary
4.1 we ean find a e0I11plete are system /00' "'/1,' .. "n in Uoo , based at p, which has the
required monodron1Y~after a renumbering. Hut this renumbering eloes not change the
d-cycle 0"-1 = J-lauC'O. Thus the renumbering is a conjugation by apower of 0". If we
rotate the whole are system in Uco around the boundary auco a suitable number of
times, we produce the same renumbering of the monodromy. Now the complete are
system Q:o~ 0:1,' .. ,O:'m, ßh' .. ,ßk, ;o::n /1, ... ,--in in /pI has the required monodromy.

vVe have to prove that the length of eaeh eycle O"j and Tj is divisible by r. Suppose
that the length of some eycle O"j (the ease of Tj is similar) is equal to s anel is not
divisible by 1'. There are at least two such cycles so we may assume s ::; d/2. By
Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 4 we ean ehoose a new cOlnplete are system in Uo, ealled
again 0:'0, aI, ... , Q:m, with the monodroluy as in Corrollary 4.1 but with the last eycle
O"m+l of length s. Then IIOm = (1, d - s + 1). \Ve replaee ßl by an are ß, whieh turns
onee cloekwise arounel a m and proeeeds along ßI. ß preeedes O'm in the clockwise
order around p and Va = (r + 1, d - s + 1). Cünsider a simple loop .\ based at p

whieh goes cloekwise around ares ao, 0:1, ... ,am-I. ,\ bünnds a disk \i and J.l>. is a
produet of twü disjoint eycles (1, ... , d - s) and (cl - s + 1, d). It follows from the
eonstruetion in the proof of Lemlua 3.1 that /-1 (\I) is a disjoint union of two disks.
The monodromy Ilß eonneets the two eycles of Il.\, therefore a simple loop around
V and ß bounds a disk I,V such that /-1 (H/) is a disko So Hf and Uco form a new
partition for f. 0"' = J-law = (1, ... , r, d - s + 1, ... , d - 1, d, r + 1, ... , d - s). Ares
O'm and ß2 are outside ~v alld Uoo and have Inesh l' and l' + 8 with respeet to 0"'. By
Remark 2 the mesh of the new partition must be sn1aller than 1', which contradiets
the ehoiee of the partition. So all cycles aj and Ti have length divisible by r. In
partieular each Pi and qi is divisible by r. Clearly the monodromy of eaeh arc in the
are system is a product of powers of 0" and conjugates of (1, r + 1) by powers of a.

Thus 0" and (1, r + 1) generate the monodromygroup of f. The ruonodromy group
cletermines uniquely the number r. The monoclromy sequenee in the statement of the
proposition is uniquely determined by rand by the branehing data of °and 00. By
Lemma 2 the equivalence dass of f is deterruined by cl, genus of _X, the branehing
data and the monodromy group.

Consider the covering h : z E /pi r--t Zr E /pI. f faetorizes through h if for every
closed path Q' in){ - /-I(D) the lifting of /(0') by h is a closed path. Let w be a locp
in lP I

- {al oo} whieh turns r times around O. A loop a in /pI lifts to a closed loop in
)C if its monodromy fixes a. point and it lifts to a closed loop in !pI if it is apower of
w in /pI - {O, oo}. Every loop in /pI - discri1ninant(f) is a. product of loops around
the ares of the eomplete are system. A loop around ;00 is a produet of the others, so
we may ignore it. rloo Inoves eaeh point by I luodulo r anel the monodromy of any
other arc of the are system leaves all points fixed IllOdulo 1'. Thus Ilo: may fix a point
only if a winds tr times around 0, i.e. a is a, power of w in !pt - {O, oo}. It follows
that f faetol'izes through h·ll
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Proof of Theorem 1. The objects in Theorenl 1 were not described precisely so
we shall start with some definitions. Two covcrings fl and }2 define the same point in
Z if they have the same critical values and for a fixed complete are system they have
identieal Inonodromies~ L1p to renumbering. Thus they are equivalent (see Definition)
with 9 equal to the identity anel with h - a eonlplex isonlorphism for the eomplex
structures induced by fl and !2. A point in Z is I11apped onto the set of its critical
values - a point in Hlk . For a point 1.0 in I,Vk anel a fixed conlplete are system there
is a finite number of possible monodromies anel hence a finite number of points in Z
over w. \Ve define a topology in Z as folIows. For a fixed eovering f we have a fixed
discriminant 1.0 and for a fixed are system r we have a fixeel monodromy sequenee.
For WI very near W there is a unique, up to isotopy relative p and Wh are system r 1

very near r. To r 1 we assign the same monodromy sequence a.s to r. By Lemma 4
and the definitions this defines a unique point in Z over WI' In this way to a small
neighbourhood LV of 1.0 corresponds a subset iVI of Z which covers N in a one-one
way. This is a neighbourhood of I in Z. This topology defines Z as a finite covering
of IIVk . Two equivalent eoverings II and 12 lic in the same connected component of
Z. Ineleed the homeomorphism g (see Defini tion) is isotopic to the identity in IP I

.

(lf 9 fixes two points 0 and 00 we ean find an isotopy relative to these two points.)
Restriction of the isotopy to the discriminant of II defines a path in ~Vk. The lifting
of this path to Z from fl conneets fl and /2 in Z (as in the proof of Proposition 3).
Covering with only two special critical values is equivalent , after a eomposition with
a homeomorphism, to a covering with no special critical values outside 0 and 00. The
theorem follows from Proposition 7.11

Example.
Consider two tripies of permutations in L:s:

0"1 = (1,2,3)(5,6,7,8), 0"2 = (1,2)(3,4,.5 L 0"3 = (0"10"2)-1 = (8~ 7, 6, 5, 4~ 2, 3),
and TI = (1,2,3)(5,6,7,8), T2 = (7,8)(3,4,5), T3 = (Tl T2)-1 = (8,6,5,4,2,1,3).
Each tri pIe has the trivial product. Each tripie is determined by its first two

permutations and it generates the whole group ~8' Let us fix thrce ares al, 0:2, Q3

in IPI Ineeting onl)' at their eommon end point p. By Lemma 4 each tripie defines a
eonnected covering of lP I

. Thc eoverings have the same degree anel genus, the same
branching data anel the salne monodromy group. \Ve shall prove that the coverings
are not equivalent. In the first pair 0"1 is a product of a :3-cycle and a 4-cycle. 0"2 is a
product of a transposition, which belongs to the 3-cycle of 0"\, and a 3-cycle. So the
first pair is not conjugate to the second pair~ in which the transposition belongs to
the 4-cycle of the first permutation.

Consider now the Hurwitz action. Sinee the branching datas of different critical
values are different we should consider paths in H/~1 which do not perrnute the points.
The group of these paths is the pure braid group of a sphere with three strings. It
is generated by a fnU (3600

) rotation around the first two critical values. By the
definition oi" the topology in Z the monodromy /-1' of thc new eovering has old values

s



on the new are systelu ßI = 0'10:20'10'2
1all and ,82 = 0'1 0:20'} 1 . Thus J-lßi = {lai for

. l') S' I • 1 h' I -I 1 I "":'1-1'1 = :.... lnee p 18 a lOmOmOrp ISm we get Il
01

= (J2 0"1(J2 ane Il o1 = a 2 (Jl (J2(JI0"2.

SO the new monodromy pair is conjugated to the original pair. \Ve never get the
second pair by the Hurwitz action so the coverings belong to different orbits and are
not equivalent.
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